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Hi everyone, bob here. I know we have been watching the FTD cycle a lot lately and it's looking like a solid predictive
tool, so I thought I'd map it out for the next 5ish cycles to see if we can make some predictions since I have only seen
this done retroactively so far. If it already exists, please let me know and i'll remove the duplicate content.

Edit: If anyone has identified any cycles not on here, please let me know and i'll add them and update the post.

Edit: adding data sources and prereq reads & formatting

Data Sources:

T21 FTD Cycle by u/ihatedmyboss

T+35 Option Delivery (MM) to T+21 Infinity Cycle by u/criand

omnieq[.]com (reddit blocks this)

Historical Option Data: look it up at omnieq(.)com. Reddit blocks any posts linking to that website for some reason...
Very sus if you ask me.

Disclaimer: This is not financial advice, I don't know what I am talking about, and I just had a block of time I should have
been working at my day job, but instead decided to map this out by hand. I am a moron, but am learning since taking a
deeeeeeep dive into our beloved stonks and our fuckery-filled markets beginning last year. So, I'd obviously be the last
person you'd want to listen to for financial advice.

So... Dates

I know we don't' do dates, but I like dates and wish I had could get one... my wife doesn't seem to have this problem. The
best I can do with dates is this:

FTD Cycle mapping into the future. - June 5, 2021

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%92%A1%20Education%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%92%A1%20Education%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/nksg03/t21_ftd_cycle_may_2526th_if_we_can_break_through/
https://www.reddit.com/user/ihatedmyboss/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/nf22qz/theory_on_the_ftd_loop_missing_link_a_t35_surge
https://www.reddit.com/u/criand/
https://preview.redd.it/39fd4y2i6x571.png?width=1407&format=png&auto=webp&s=877f1ff2c74c56b6e10c785403507f9381ecbee1


If I screwed up the count, please let me know and I'll update the post. I did to my best - I used all my fingers and toes,
and other things I could count to track this - the +21 was less tricky than the +35 though!

Edit: Updated the dates, which were a day off from my counting method. Now I've enlisted the help of robots, which are
infallible and will be our masters in the future, so I'm trying to make friends now.

When we plug these dates into a matrix, it looks like this:

https://preview.redd.it/cj917ypz4x571.png?width=567&format=png&auto=webp&s=2e48a9517d95ed3486290b69b8c4708aefbac01f


Bolded dates = wambo combo possibility

When things line up closer, we seem to get bigger jumps, historically speaking in the price, but there's been more than
enough DD on this, and I'm a forward thinking kind of ape at the moment so we'll do dates but no prices. In the words of
our forefather, u/deepfuckingvalue:

https://www.reddit.com/user/deepfuckingvalue
https://preview.redd.it/3c9bcz7iwb771.png?width=645&format=png&auto=webp&s=544ab41cd55e68d6d53e6060e9d94b0e3c238953
https://preview.redd.it/otswbcw8d2471.png?width=356&format=png&auto=webp&s=64e013126afe0a011c5f59ec8f134458736b7f8c


The point of this exercise is to be looking to predict possible market action based on the cycles that seem to be
really, really, reliable since January.

It did occur to me that if RC hits the launch button, all of this information might be kind of worthless, but with the fuckery
afoot, it might still be useful – like in the case of a long squeeze like TSLA did last year. You could still predict the bumps
and stair stepping action we’ve been seeing until now.

Obligatory: 



Gotta have more DD - Christopher Walken

Hi apes, Bob again. yay gamestop.com

So I’ve been reading some really interesting DD lately from u/criand and u/dentisttft and I wanted to check out how things
line up together and mix it into my own forward looking DD on Option related FTD cycles that are actually based off a DD
that u/criand posted a while back on T+35 into  Loop T+21 cycles on Options. Using that information, I was able to
extrapolate dates (no dates) and predict large stock movements over the past few months. Like my wife's boyfriend
always tells me: "You'll have to trust me" on this because I never posted anything on it before the DD linked above. If you
think I'm full of shit, that's OK too, you can follow these instructions to make me feel better about you not trusting me:

1. Find a

2. Do what u/rick_of_spades did.

Ok, TO THE POST!

In this post, we will be exploring the possible relationship between the GME price movement and all the cycles because,
contrary to popular belief, there usually isn’t just one answer for things happening. No, I'm not talking about  or ♀ or even
♂... this is a  cycling area, so don't fuck around! We are talking about recent and not so recent DD on T+21 Cycles, T+35
Cycles, and we'll throw in some SLD in there for extra flavor so, in the words of  papa Cohen ...

BUCKLE UP

Update on T+21 Cycles, and DD on DD by u/criand and u/dentisttft because... 
June 18, 2021
 Due Diligence
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Disclaimer: I’m still learning and able to take constructive criticism, so please pick this apart. The point of this is to
expand our knowledge and find truths. Also, I'm too smooth to advise anyone on anything, so take you bag of  do
what you want with it :D

Credits: Special thanks to u/dentisttft who was kind enough to share his source data with me, which I’ve folded into my
own dataset I’ve been working with. u/criand has not responded to my data requests as of yet, but if he does, I’ll gladly
fold in his data to this analysis and provide an update.

Holy shit, I must be going for a record with the introduction to the post... let's get to it shall we?

Is the T+21 cycle a thing?

I like to think so… It's been pretty consistent. Also, I think it's not just T+21, but more a T+35 cycle from option expiry into
a T+21  loop. DD linked above in intro if you want to check that out. Based on some DD from u/criand a while back.

T+35 into infinity loop T+21 can kicking by Mr Mayo

Is T+35 FTD cycle a thing?

I think so too, but in a different way. The T+35 FTDs look to be eyeball-correlated (this is a technical term of course) to
be largely pre-emptive movers in and of themselves, but aren't very consistent. Volume on the trading days matter a lot
more than these IMHO, but they do contribute, as that's the settlement date that needs to be met, so these generally add
to the buying pressure. You might ask why on these specific days? Well, it's because Mr Mayo et al don't want to rip off
the Band-Aid, so they keep it on as long as possible, allowing it to fester and grow into a bigger problem before being
forced to take care of it at the very last second.

https://www.reddit.com/u/dentisttft/
https://www.reddit.com/u/criand/
https://www.reddit.com/u/criand/
https://preview.redd.it/3j4nrazno9671.png?width=2831&format=png&auto=webp&s=297017663692fa40a3c1e4a7402a93442c37989d


T+35 FTD cycles. Data represented was cross-checked against u/dentisttft 's data

What does this look like as a full picture?

I have more data going back in time as well as predictions for dates in the future, but lets' stick to what we have been
analyzing up to this point to stay on track. If you are interested in backwards to 2015, I have a full data set to play with -
hit me up! and if you're interested in the mapping into the future, I've done through the end of the year already with the
available data.

Oh, I promised a full picture, but before we go there, let's look at SLDs...

What's an STD, you say? Well, to that, I'd say ask your wife's boyfriend - he would know, but you don't have to worry
about it. SLDs, on the other hand are Supplemental Liquidity Requirements and mean that once a month sHFs have less
money to play with while they settle up on their options activities, and we all know how they love options. There is
a fantastic post about SLDs and liquid shits by, you guessed it, u/dentisttft. It took me a few reads and a non-half assed
(Ron Swanson) approach to learning how this worked, and I'm glad I did, because I think this might be one of the keys to
understanding this whole thing.

SLDs line up pretty fuckin well to price improvements and all the major jumps for GME (or at least the start of them) since January 2021.

Putting everything together.

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/njgs66/rc_tweet_analysis_part_2_dumb_and_dumber_turbolax/
https://www.reddit.com/u/dentisttft/
https://preview.redd.it/y70vt3ppo9671.png?width=2829&format=png&auto=webp&s=95ba49cf7f0db733080a9c01052995ce924ea072
https://preview.redd.it/fgk5pwuro9671.png?width=2834&format=png&auto=webp&s=0f9a05b1bdbd5d8b6f77eb36e264337c78016d84


A closer look when these powers combine.

Click to open - it's detailed with some explanations and further below.

If we dig into this eyeball-based correlation (statistical analysis will come in a later post), it seems like something is
going on here, but it's not 100% - That shy cycle on 3/15 ruined everything... or did it? you remember that kickass post
from u/dentisttft that you read and understood completely? No? Go re-read and understand that the SLDs take money
away from the sHFs for a period of time, which makes it that much harder to suppress GME. When the stars align, and
by stars, i mean all the things I'm tracking, we see big bumps! With a little more buying pressure at those times, we
might finally see the rocket launch!

https://www.reddit.com/u/dentisttft/
https://preview.redd.it/83lh02buo9671.png?width=600&format=png&auto=webp&s=6eaa3de16b5d5b038bbaed34eacac2727dd7a274
https://preview.redd.it/w0fa4divo9671.png?width=2828&format=png&auto=webp&s=b151d07e5a01a2adb5259c22dc47ac1aef156ba9


No, SEC, I'm not suggesting there be any coordinated buying... leave us alone and put your head back in Kenny's jar of
mayo. It's safe and warm(?) there... Also, maybe check out Cramer's speech about getting people to buy at 2:45...
enforcement my ass, but I digress

Edit: It's important to also understand that each completed cycle, we see higher lows. u/renz004 made a post about this
explaining that might help paint the picture.

Here's my working theory

There's a lot of moving parts to this stock, but the primary predictable movers I've been observing have been:

1. SLD Hold Periods that reduce sHFs liquidity temporarily (about 12 days per month)

2. T+35 FTD Cycles

3. T+35 Option Delivery followed by T+21 infinite loop cycles

I believe when they all coincide, we get larger moves to the up side. Some of these moves are less violent on the up side
than others, but that's likely due to some of the following factors:

1. volume aligning with the cycles

2. volume related to the cycles

3. fuckery

Looking to the future

Seeing this data, I'm JACKED for next week. We have an upcoming wambo combo on Wednesday the 23rd (T21 cycle
for April) and on Thursday, 6/24 6/25 (thanks Juneteenth) we will see the next T21 cycle for the Jan options they've been
can kicking. The FTD data lines up here as well and there are some bigger days in the cycle than we have seen in recent
weeks on that front. To jack you up more, it all aligns with a SLD hold period, and we have the possibility of the ATM
offering being done and more positive news in the pipeline

edit:

u/Datprayincajun_ pointed out we might see 002 on Monday

u/No-Letterhead-4407 reminded me that the new CEO is tarting next week, and about possible Russel 1000

and u/Mellow_Velo33 gave probably the most simulation confirming technical indicator of all:

there's a full moon too next week

so yeah, here's what I'm looking like this weekend:

https://www.reddit.com/u/renz004/
https://www.reddit.com/u/Datprayincajun_/
https://www.reddit.com/u/No-Letterhead-4407/
https://www.reddit.com/u/Mellow_Velo33/


credit to u/encab91

https://preview.redd.it/9s1ozooxo9671.png?width=512&format=png&auto=webp&s=16947e5dbfff3a34b5faeb963cb2a68b190f5602


 Due Diligence

Hi everyone, bob here.

Just updating my update with more updated information. Doing a post this time with words so I can update things as
requested...

Edit: I cannot believe I forgot to thank all the apes that reached out to make this possible. thanks to all you guys for
sharing information, and special thanks to u/catsinbranches for the etf weighting data he's been tracking.

TADR at the bottom.

Here's a quick overview of FTD data for the first half of June 2021

Edit: Fixed Summary for clarity:

FTDs net increased in first half of June 2021 for GME and net decrease for ETF

Remember, from the SEC Data:

The values of total fails-to-deliver shares represent the aggregate net balance of shares that failed to be delivered as
of a particular settlement date. If the aggregate net balance of shares that failed to be delivered is less than 10,000 as
of a particular settlement date prior to September 16, 2008, then no record will be present in the file for that date even
if there are fails in that security.

https://www.sec.gov/investor/pubs/regsho.htm

I'm not sure what these numbers mean yet, but I know we have some wrinkles that might want this data, so here ya
go u/dentisttft u/criand u/homedepothank69

Please note, the numbers for GME shares in ETFs is an educated guess, and I'm missing some weighting data, so the
totals are omitting shares found in these ETFS. If anyone has the weighting information, please let me know and I'll

UPDATE: FTD Data with Weighted ETFs for June 2021 First Half - July 1, 2021

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/u/catsinbranches/
https://www.sec.gov/investor/pubs/regsho.htm
https://www.reddit.com/u/dentisttft/
https://www.reddit.com/u/criand/
https://www.reddit.com/u/homedepothank69/
https://preview.redd.it/3v0daskaln871.png?width=903&format=png&auto=webp&s=506d2efb53740aa630bd74820ede7aa1212e0e2b


update accordingly.

UWM (Russell 2000)

URTY (Proshares trust)

SYLD (Cambria Shareholder YLD)

SAA (Proshares Ultra Smallcap 600)

HDG (Proshares Trust - Proshares HE)

DFAU (Dimensional ETF TR)

Together, those ETFS account for 358,021 ETF FTDs. With an average weight across all ETFs, that would be about
4550.45 FTD GME, but I'm omitting that number in the data until we have the actual information.

To the data!

I found a cool website that doesn't require a login to share excel data, so I posted the source there.

Here's the link. I have a much larger dataset available on google drive, but I know there's concerns about doxxing
yourself there, so I thought this might be better for sharing specific datasets to the mass of apes in here.

Here's an image of the information in case you don't want to click over, or it gets changed by some fat fingered ape.

https://ethercalc.net/563b6j1dmvxr
https://preview.redd.it/dd52pn2lwm871.png?width=1123&format=png&auto=webp&s=96eb7a2f5df4f9cf10fbdf6775154e18f2d0a129


https://preview.redd.it/dd52pn2lwm871.png?width=1123&format=png&auto=webp&s=96eb7a2f5df4f9cf10fbdf6775154e18f2d0a129


https://preview.redd.it/dd52pn2lwm871.png?width=1123&format=png&auto=webp&s=96eb7a2f5df4f9cf10fbdf6775154e18f2d0a129
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Far right is estimated FTDs for GME, given weight of ETFs

TA;DR: Lots of FTDs are still happening on a daily basis for GME, and theres a lot of ETFs that contain GME with FTDs
as well. We speculate that these are being shorted in order to suppress the price of GME through phantom
shares. Here's a great DD on how this works (buckle up, it's a 3 parter) that was originally posted by u/leavemeanon and
revived by u/voxumbra after the OP deleted the account.

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/nt8ot8/rip_uleavemeanon_where_are_the_shares_part_1/
https://www.reddit.com/u/leavemeanon/
https://preview.redd.it/dd52pn2lwm871.png?width=1123&format=png&auto=webp&s=96eb7a2f5df4f9cf10fbdf6775154e18f2d0a129


 Due Diligence

Hi everyone, Bob here.

I am writing you today to bring you some updates to some of the things I'm tracking in an effort to predict possible
movements in my favorite fucking stock in the world: GME.

My Current Thesis

Essentially, I'm seeing a pattern that began with a T +35 **c+35 (for calendar days)**FTD cycle on 8/21/2020 when RC
bought in and bent over the shorts. Then, the shorts played their games kicking the can until things spun out of control in
January 2021. At that point, they sprinkled in some crime and started playing shell games with ETFs and hiding the bulk
of their FTDs in options. Over the next 6 months (so far) they continued to aggressively short the stock to avoid margin
calls and liquidation, and that continues to this day. This shorting activity only adds to the over-extended position they
are in, further cementing their fate. They will eventually run out of margin as the walls close in around them and the other
financial institutions step up to the plate to divide their carcass. When will this happen? I don't know, but until then, I will
be tracking the many moving parts of this saga in an effort to both keep an eye on further fuckery developing, and help
find the patterns as they develop.

Here's the things I'm tracking to date:

Bolded items are new from the Original DD that began this combination of ideas process, and all data is updated as of
the last release of information from Finra.

Update to Cycle Tracking DD - July 18, 2021
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FTDs and C+35 Cycles

Broken out by GME and ETFs (weighted)

Major option chain expirations and their C+35 into T+21  loop (liquidity cycle)

Supplemental Liquidity Deposits (SLDs)

Threshold Securities Lists

Volume & Daily FTDs

OK first, up, I had a look at my favorite indicator of potential movement since the January sneeze: Options activity.
Specifically potential married puts. What's a married put you say? Well, one of my favorite great apes, u/broccaaa will tell
you! The DD here is a bit old, but still very valid to today's fuckery and situation with options hiding FTDs.

A look at Options

The working theory here is the same as the last post. Since January (and possibly before) shorts have been hiding their
FTDs through options trickery. I've identified several dates that I'm seeing this activity and have tracked/extrapolated the
C+35 delivery dates as well as the infinite loop liquidity T+21 snowball (which some smarter apes in discord have pointed
out is likely a combination of T+10 and subsequent T+12 cycle for delivery requirements of different entities involved in
the option chain/ftd cycles).

https://www.reddit.com/u/broccaaa/
https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/comments/mgj0j1/the_naked_shorting_scam_revealed_lending_of/
https://preview.redd.it/acyj806ag0c71.png?width=700&format=png&auto=webp&s=09b77da6aef9c48062c9f0313e7aeb6ee6fa4f1c


Options I'm tracking . Volume is only selecting likely strikes that are being abused to hide FTDs

I'm color coding the list to match the crayons below so you can see the data and a visual more clearly and
hopefully connect some dots.

T+35 options tracking

C+35 seems to line up pretty nicely with all of the bumps this year so far after the big Sneeze of January 2021. But what
about the ones that don't?

4/1/2021 - 4/16/2021: First ATM offering

5/6/2021: I'm not sure - maybe a volume issue?

https://news.gamestop.com/news-releases/news-release-details/gamestop-completes-market-equity-offering-program
https://preview.redd.it/ntchvaoer1c71.png?width=386&format=png&auto=webp&s=d266c9edcaa2a04691f904563a2a4e2b6e27a9e3
https://preview.redd.it/1tcqjum1w1c71.png?width=2577&format=png&auto=webp&s=c09d8024165e91d7b686f5710405c0c19a21e64f


5/14/2021: This looks like it might have been omitted from my original blue group. I'll attribute this one to the start
of the runup in May.

6/25/2021 : Second ATM Offering

So that accounts for 100% of the option cycles I've identified so far. Looks like a pattern to me, with maybe that 1
exception. Apes, and wrinkles, let me know if you have any thoughts on this. I'd love to figure out the outlier and
potentially look to the future what we can see/predict.

On to FTDs

When looking at FTDs, I can't thank u/dentisttft enough. That man ape is a true silverback in wrinkles and attitude - and
my wife likes him better than she likes me! Her boyfriend better watch out!

Here's some crayons to munch on. Explanation comes after.

So, what I'm seeing here is pretty interesting. The FTDs look like they seem to fall off a bit on impacting the price after
the January sneeze is complete and their resultant metric butt-ton of FTDs complete their C+35 cycle (likely the major
mover for the February runup, alongside some options activity as well). This plays well to my theory that the game they
(the sHFs) were playing changed in January from FTDs to Options and crime.

But let's see what it looks like further back to test this theory, shall we?

https://news.gamestop.com/news-releases/news-release-details/gamestop-completes-market-equity-offering-program-0
https://www.reddit.com/u/dentisttft/
https://preview.redd.it/rcb0jndvz1c71.png?width=2589&format=png&auto=webp&s=fa800180abf3b5084cf223adfaa0cd57f70d23ca


the OG FTD cycle

Now, check this shit out... if you follow the cycle, it lines up with every fucking bounce perfectly until the January
sneeze....

go back and check the dates for these bounces, you'll see the cycle for yourself.

I did extrapolate this out past Jan and the correlation seems to stop there. I think this is why u/gafgarian seems to have
given up on the FTD cycle as a thing (and I don't blame him). It's not the primary mover since the sneeze because the
game has changed since then. Here's his original DD in PDF form (not sure if that link works - please let me know)

About Supplemental Liquidity Deposits

So... since the update to the rules (I can't fucking remember which one right now... 002? 005? whatever). The SRO (Self
Regulatory Organizations) that enforce the rules enable this bullshit game to continue can call on their participants at any
time, and they will have to satisfy their margin requirements within the hour. That's great! Guess what? The monthly
cycle where it's mandated is also still in effect, so I thought what better way to visualize the impact of this, and all things
potentially affecting the volatility and/or upwards (because i want my fucking tendies) price movement would be to
reduce them to binary factors. Here we go....

Eyeball correlations incoming (will run stats later because I'm lazy and have been busy AF with RL obligations). Also, to

https://www.reddit.com/u/gafgarian/
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/854757019830190083/857718719815876618/GMEv15.pdf
https://preview.redd.it/2nfb4fpb12c71.png?width=2573&format=png&auto=webp&s=55f4bacb6ebfebf52e1db08f964c55d3f737ec8e
https://preview.redd.it/a8dgry2jn2c71.png?width=203&format=png&auto=webp&s=facf5b5942c316eb6f64b754ec849b53dee55bb1


any stats ape that wants to, I have a data drive here you can easily access all my data (and data from really fucking
smart apes who have contributed to the repository) and run the correlations yourself.

Binary Movers vs Price

I marked the time frames we have been using this whole post so you can see easily the correlations.

Binary Movers vs Volatility

The jury is out on this at the moment because I haven't had the chance to dive in fully, I just wanted to share with the
apes in hope some quant might pick this up and run an analysis on the factors I've identified here. From a quick look, I'm
seeing Options and SLDs drive price movements most consistently since January. To be continued...

Wen Moon

We moon when we moon. Until then, I keep buying and hodling. Im particularly interested in this most recent option
chain expiry and will keep you posted if I find anything. The dates upcoming to watch are:

7/20/2021: This marks T+2 for the option expiration. If these were fuckery options, we might some movement from
the MM on or near this date. it also marks the next T+21 for January options

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/6/folders/1poM5S5qaiyyLd40gWSgKdn3ONzWbgdfj
https://preview.redd.it/pdueqyb442c71.png?width=2591&format=png&auto=webp&s=77f0f159d0c7259a546ecbd7a1ec8f09d01f768e
https://preview.redd.it/386xl6io42c71.png?width=2600&format=png&auto=webp&s=57d0e8015e7a082eecf2e984ed84aad037fd335a


7/21/2021: T+21 for options from 4/16 chain (first cycle)

7/22/2021: the T+21 infinity loop liquidity chain from 3/19

7/23/2021: 10/16 T+21

8/19/2021: This is the T+35 date from the option expiration. Since January, these have been really big moves in
price towards the moon. I'm watching that day and buying some tasty fucking dip until then.

In short, I expect a runup very soon, possibly next week that could be something like we saw in May. This time without
an ATM offering to fuck it up.

If we don't moon soon, well, I have a message to the hedgies:

All Data Sourced:

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/ojk4sy/dropping_a_massive_data_drop_because_i_heard_you/

Thanks to contributors/Wrinkles who helped me with so many things

u/broccaaa | u/dentisttft | u/criand | u/gafgarian | u/yelyah2 | u/Turdfurg23 | u/keijikage | u/sajimeister | u/whatcanimaketo
day | u/justbeingpunny | u/catsinbranches | u/minimal_effort_73 | u/gherkinit (for the TA insight not included in this
post) | u/appropriate_elk_3827 | u/expensive_scolli2 | u/leenixus | u/myplayprofile | and, of
course, u/deepfuckingvalue for being not a cat!

Sorry if I left anyone out.

https://preview.redd.it/ekisj5clmvc71.png?width=308&format=png&auto=webp&s=3e34b51afbe0d5ab28569cf3d7b8d26af55af469
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 Due Diligence

Hi everyone, Bob here.

I thought I'd update you guys on this post from yesterday where I shared some market manipulation in the making. I
promised I would dig into the data today to see if my suspicions were validated, and oh boy were they!

May this bump ride wrinkle your brain

Disclaimer: I'm retarded, and if you take any of this as financial advice, you are too, but we still love you.

TADR at the bottom, but it might form a wrinkle if your read.

Intro

OK, so yesterday, I noticed some really weird options activity in the form of, you guessed it:

Deep ITM Calls (suspected buy/writes)

Deep OTM Puts

If you're familiar with my past DDs, You would know that I like cycles almost as much as I like dates, and I've been
following many cycles of possible price movers for the best fucking stock in the goddamn universe: GME. In following
these cycles, I started to notice some patterns where I would see increased volatility around certain dates, but I couldn't

Update & Analysis to Options Fuckery to Manipulate GME price action on 8/18/2021 
And a Review Of Market Manipulation YTD on $GME - Aug. 19, 2021

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/p6zgu2/so_this_happened_today_remember_those_oct15_5/
https://preview.redd.it/7i6ua63gpdi71.png?width=577&format=png&auto=webp&s=cfe457979503e2c8aa1be13e458841ef1333f236


really understand the why these things happen, only the approximate when.

Here's an example of my work

PS, if you want explanation of what you're looking at in the graph below, it is found in another DD of mine. Please read
that and understand at least the TLDR before continuing. PS, you might notice the T+21 cycle didn't really hit last
month and, for that reason, I don't think that's a thing, but am still tracking it for shits and giggles at this point.

Also, Since that DD, u/criand did some absolutely fantastic work on quarterly cycles and futures/swaps. It falls into line
with my thesis on options fuckery (on certain dates). Think of his DD as a macro picture of the other side of the trades I'm
watching in addition to some other things and provides a lot of insight into what's going on with marge picking up the
damn phone, and the rest of this DD as the micro of just one of the ways they are manipulating the price of gme lots of
stocks in the market. But we'll just focus on my favorite one for now.

Thanks to some enlightening discussions with much smarter apes than me such as u/gafgarian (OG FTD cycle guy,
turned  ), u/criand (OG T21 into net capital into fucking everything else guy), and u/yelyah2 (damn this guy be smart with
options!), I was able to finally make enough connections in my not-so-wrinkly brain to find what I believe to be the
underlying answer to what has largely been the fuckery going on behind the scenes of the stock since the January
Sneeze.

Cycle tracking and data analysis of GME 2021 YTD

https://www.reddit.com/r/DDintoGME/comments/onhi4j/update_to_bobsmith808_tracking_cycles/
https://www.reddit.com/u/criand/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/p37osl/are_futures_or_swaps_the_secret_sauce_to_price/
https://www.reddit.com/u/gafgarian/
https://www.reddit.com/u/criand/
https://www.reddit.com/u/yelyah2/


A History of GME Market Manipulation

Bad actors in the market have been running amok for decades, and have seriously refined their strategies for fuckery
recently. Before, as u/gafgarian pointed out in the OG FTD cycles DD, they were just shorting shit right into the ground
and were doing good until Ryan Cohen started the first cycle on 8/21/2020. You can follow the C+35 FTD cycle from this
date up until the January Sneeze.

Behold the FTD Cycle!

2020 GME with RC buyin & Hedgies R Fuk Trending.

I'm sure you all remember what came next (or at least have learned about it through your doing your Due Diligence
before investing in GME - you did do your own DD right?).

The January Sneeze

This looks to be caused by an absolutely massive amount of FOMO that was spurred by the sub that shall not be named
and crime. Here is the story in crayon:

Are you ready?

It's not all the fuckery to be sure, but I believe have the fucking data to prove that options fuckery is behind a lot of the
market manipulation since the big Sneeze, featuring:

Naked Options WRITING and Execution

Illegal methods used to evade the FTD requirements of RegSHO

But First, The History

https://www.reddit.com/u/gafgarian/
https://preview.redd.it/gmmxggnmgei71.png?width=240&format=png&auto=webp&s=dd60bc2396d21d129481618566bed9893bdc3219
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Here is The Point We Move Into Advanced Fuckery

During the Sneeze, there was a LOT of options opened. It is my belief that these were opened as a way to dance around
closing out their FTDs and adhering to Reg Sho. Credit to u/apegoneinsane for that dd from a while back. One takeaway
is this:

So What About Options?

It is my belief, based on the data I've been collecting and pouring over that the sHFs and MM and possibly even the
clearing houses and DTCC itself are colluding to contain the time bomb that bad actors in the market have created, and
secured with their "smart money" moves...

Cool theory. Got any proof?

Sure do! In the table below, you'll see when the OI was generally created back in the January sneeze and February
fuckery.

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/ohivio/illegal_naked_shorting_techniques_employed_to/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/ohivio/illegal_naked_shorting_techniques_employed_to/
https://www.reddit.com/u/apegoneinsane/
https://preview.redd.it/zi5kvbp4nei71.png?width=2575&format=png&auto=webp&s=38c44e72740de5a1d0d1fe485c3e0e8ad484267a


Options Volume data for Jan 21 2022 strike

What's interesting here as well is the number fluctuates. Now, there are some valid reasons for people to buy really far
OTM puts, but that doesn't begin to account for this level of interest or fluctuation on the daily volume vs OI... But more
on that later.

So that explains the HUGE Put OI on lots of dates, but what about
yesterday's fuckery?

I thought you'd never ask

Let's look at yesterday's price action (8/18/2021). News flash, we were sliding down again because of more fuckery.
What kind of fuckery you ask? super advanced fuckery.

One interesting thing about the options market is there's an Open Interest (OI). This is essentially a track of how many
people and/or entities are holding contracts at certain strikes. What's really interesting is when volume (trades happen)
on these contracts without impacting the OI. This looks to be a situation where the option is purchased and immediately
exercised, meaning the shares are either bought or sold. Why would this be something they want to do? Because there
are no shares available. Nobody is selling!

https://preview.redd.it/a1og4l4w2fi71.png?width=1187&format=png&auto=webp&s=5f3ddb50872a78ede9e441fc9bbb84f219e8ab2e


We see this activity mostly on these kinds of options:

Deep In The Money (ITM) Calls

Deep Out of The Money (OTM) Puts

Deep ITM Calls

These get more and more expensive as you go deeper into the option chain. For example, a deep in the money call
purchased yesterday at the strike of $70 for $89.80. This means, that the total cost for the shares when exercised would
be $159.80. The price of the stock at that time was less than the price of the option + execution. So, unless someone
doesn't like money, what reason would they have to do stupid shit like this with their people's retirement money?

My best guess here is that it is simply the cheapest way right now to acquire shares to meet FTD and other obligations.
The process is simple: Got an obligation to meet that requires you to locate shares? call your colluding criminal buddy
market maker (MM) (who can legally naked short to provide market liquidity) and viola! you have the shares. You can
now use them to reset FTDs or sell them into the market (increasing your overall hedgies r fuk position in the process) to
further oppress the price.

What about Deep OTM Puts?

Remember January sneeze? They are close relatives. In fact, the sneeze is the reason we have such a high OTM put
interest. This one really evaded me as to why in the actual fuck were all these puts existing until something clicked when
I was in wrinkle chat the other day. What if, and bear with me, the assholes buying these deep OTM puts were
actually executing some of them as well in order to smash down the price? The process would be simple really:

1. Call your MM butt buddy and have him write up a naked put option at a low strike price.

2. Buy that option on the cheap. (Ones bought yesterday were only $5 per option) and exercise it immediately,
making the shares IOUs enter the stream.

3. Sell those IOUs on the market at a discount to drive down the price.

Evidence

You can see this behavior in the option flow activity I raged about yesterday

The lighter red is my cutoff for suspected fuckery.

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/p6zgu2/so_this_happened_today_remember_those_oct15_5/


Sources

All the data used in this DD is freely available on my google drive. (I know i know) just use protection (log in anon) and
dig in deep. If you are an ape doing DD, and need some data for it, and it's not there, Please let me know and I'll see if I
can source it for you.

PS, I tweeted GG on this and am new to twitter - any recommendations welcome. Just trying to spread the good word far
and wide.

TADR: I have been watching a chain of events unfold since January through the cycles and may have finally found the
confirmation to all my tingling feelings. Bad actors in the financial markets are likely colluding to combat upwards
price movements on GME through deep ITM calls (exercised immediately) and deep OTM puts (also exercised
the same fucking day if you can believe that). This means these assholes are using options to obtain bona-fide
shares more fucking IOUs to meet what I suspect to be FTD obligations and passing the responsibility to deliver off to
whoever is writing the options. Since this is their game, I will no longer be playing with any options spreads on GME,
and highly suggest you do the same in order to keep your shares safe (this only applies to xxx hodlers and above).

Buy, Hodl, and Report The Fuckery (if you have the data to back it up)

I have data that shows this similar activity on multiple occasions since January and I'd bet my wife's boyfriend's stash of 
cash that we could look at just about any date in detail and find this kind of fuckery happening.

I've said it once and I'll say it again,

Hey SEC:

https://preview.redd.it/7mdvz7ns3fi71.png?width=625&format=png&auto=webp&s=f381683b58f55071d421e15deb74ec1f4e3bc958




 Education

Hi apes, Bob here.

First, let me start with a massive thanks to all the apes I won't directly credit for their help in making this possible. You
know who you are! We also all stand on the backs of giants, so I wanted to highlight these specific users that, IMO went
above and beyond the call of the jungle to help out a fellow ape in his research.

Edit: Updated data pile with some new stuffs.

Credits to:

u/jonathan_mcfall for the wonderful help sourcing the data

u/criand for his data on options

u/dentisttft for his data on FTDs cycles and SLDs (oh my!)

u/catsinbranches for ETF data

Massive Data Drop

First, here's a massive pile of data that other apes might be interested in.

FTDs for meme stocks and several other stocks for comparison purposes

FTDs for GME (notice the distinction)

FTDs for ETFs with GME

Options Data for my tracking series

Comparative and vix tracking

ONRRP

T+35 Cycles

T+21 Cycles

SLD periods

Most Recent 13F Ownership data for GME

It occurred to me that (after way too many fucking messages to sort through), I could just create a drive folder and share
this information with anyone that wants it. I'll maintain exclusive access to edit, but will update anything you guys find that
might be out of place or miscalculated - send me a PM on that so I don't miss it. My goal is and has always been to find
the most complete, data driven, picture of what's going on because, like I'm sure many of you are, I'm balls deep in GME,
and plan to be for the long haul.

Disclaimer: This link is to a google drive on an alt account I have just for GME stuff (because I fucking like my privacy).
There is a possibility that you will doxx youself by going to this link, so please do so at your own risk - although IDGAF
who you are, and just want to share the (publicly available) data that is time consuming to put together. If you're
concerned with privacy, use a VPN when connecting to reddit and discords and use alt accounts for google links, or use
a browser in incognito mode without any saved login information. That said,

FTD Data Drop: An Exercise in Comparisons - July 1, 2021

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%92%A1%20Education%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%92%A1%20Education%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/u/jonathan_mcfall/
https://www.reddit.com/u/criand/
https://www.reddit.com/u/dentisttft/
https://www.reddit.com/u/catsinbranches/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1poM5S5qaiyyLd40gWSgKdn3ONzWbgdfj?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1WleGh4D3_p7TYPhjfKRHQyMYwhZayYZayYY7AZSSzPs/mobilebasic


... for the hedgies

The DD Update!

To continue from where I left off on my last comparative/collective DD on T+21, T+35 and SLD cycles, we were looking
at the eyeball-correlation between certain events many of our greybacks have been tracking.

Updated with Fresh FTD Data and most recent options expired

So... what happened on the last cycle?

My thoughts on this are that we're seeing a significant lack in volume across these cycle days and the stock seems to be
moving based off of delta hedging. Please post in comments the recent DD on this and I'll update - I cannot find it right
now.

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/o32geb/update_on_t21_cycles_and_dd_on_dd_by_ucriand_and/
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Edit: Added volume for comparison

Why tho?

Another speculative assertion here, but I think it might have something to do with everything that's happening in the
market right now, along with the implementation and enforcement of the 005 and 002 rules.

005 basically stops shares that are lent out from being lent out again (rehypothecated) until they are returned to the
lender. u/acedvector has a pretty decent DD on this and 002 from a couple weeks ago - check it out, and should help
clear things up a bit.

In short, 002 creates a liquidity check, effectively making the SLD cycle happen any time the DTCC wants to, which
keeps sHFs on their toes, and a the same time, 005 prevents a lot of the rehypothecated volume we've been seeing up
until last week. This, I think, might also have something to do with the T212 asking to borrow ape shares for shorting
activity.

But it's been so fuckin' dry...

Thirsty for more shorts

https://www.reddit.com/u/acedvector/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/o4n596/reverse_repos_dtc2021005_srnscc2021002_banks_and/
https://preview.redd.it/7jmoq2y7qp871.png?width=3342&format=png&auto=webp&s=c7c94f39e783babd8b30d5b64ddfb0fb0002f080


All this combined makes me think the end is neigh, and I'm in a perpetual state of tit jackery.

So wen moon?

I think soon, really soon. Like I can feel this shit in my bones soon, but I'm prepared to hodl for years. Why? because I
like the stock, and it's outperforming the market as a whole by leaps and bounds and will, IMHO, continue to do so until
long after the shorts are squeezed out because its now a tech growth stock - be that a short squeeze, andromeda
reaching event, or a longer, more methodical stair stepping event (like tesla did last year). Either way is fine with me, and
the latter just lets me buy more and learn more about the stairs, anticipate them, and make more $$ when things jump
again and again.

To the wrinkles:

I hope you enjoy the data trove and find it useful. If you want to add, hit me up and I'll add it to the dataset. My hopes are
to simply help fellow apes save some time re-collecting the same data I already compiled. use it or don't and please
check your work and do your own DD to cross-reference any data that is put out there (including mine).

PS: if you have granular dark pool (like order flow) data, I'd love love LOVE to get my hands on that.

Even with it being dry AF out there, we still see high shorting activity and abusive dark pool routing



 Due Diligence

Hi everyone, Bob here.

I was digging through the recent FTD data fresh off the press at Finra, and by fresh, I mean over 2 weeks old, but hey,
give fuckery and criminal market behaviors a chance, amiright?

Anyway, after running my scripts and processing the shit out of the data, I tossed it into my master data spreadsheet
(you can find it on my data drop repo amongst a whole lot of other information) to check out the charts, and...

Disclaimer: I'm a retard and this isn't financial advice blah blah blah.

The FTDs

I'm seeing some really cool data in the FTD cycles. Notably, the FTDs on 8/5/2021 were... get this 1,316,894 stocks, or
2.33% of the float! that's HUGE. so huge in fact, that it got my wife's boyfriend excited. We haven't seen FTD spike this
big since... February right before the runup continuation.

Quick Update on FTD data just Released. More to come in future DD update, but I 
thought you might want to see this right away! - Sept. 1, 2021

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/ojk4sy/dropping_a_massive_data_drop_because_i_heard_you/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=web2x&context=3
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GME Price vs FTDs and ETF FTDs (weighted, thanks to u/turdfurg23)

Here's the detailed information on the FTD spike in relation to the price and volume action:

What i find interesting about this is that right after a huge spike in GME FTDs, we see it fall off without the volume to
really support it through Continuous Net Settlement.... on that trading day we saw only 2.3M volume... and you're telling
me half of that volume was them buying to settle FTDs? With only 4.5% price improvement? Naw bro, I think not.
Fuckery is afoot... And I would bet it's related to the subsequent spike in ETF FTDs and maybe some options fuckery on
those dates.... I have yet to analyze that data, but that's been the short's MO for months now.

https://preview.redd.it/phnynvrvzzk71.png?width=1740&format=png&auto=webp&s=05c4d39914d2b318ff7c26c27615098bbd2cbaba
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Conclusion

I've stated in my previous DDs that I think the FTD cycle is no longer a thing after the big January sneeze. Here is that
DD in case you missed it (because it's important to understanding this).

Cycles Comparison and DD on u/dentisttft and u/criand DDs

Update to that DD above

Options Fuckery

That said, it looks like things were spinning out of control a bit for the hedgies on 8/5 and i'm looking forward to seeing if
the FTD cycle is back on the menu - time will tell.

We are also in the middle of the following things that may have an effect on stock price:

The SLD Cycle just ended and was immediately followed by the Futures Roll cycle that u/criand recently identified in his
DD. We have the upcoming C+35 FTDs explained above, and I'll be following this up with more data as I get a chance to
analyze the options and other things.

Until then, just remember the fundamentals:

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/o32geb/update_on_t21_cycles_and_dd_on_dd_by_ucriand_and/
https://www.reddit.com/u/dentisttft/
https://www.reddit.com/u/criand/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/on3424/update_to_cycle_tracking_dd/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/paqkoc/more_market_fuckery_brought_to_you_by_deep_otm/
https://www.reddit.com/u/criand/
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 Due Diligence

DD Reposting for Visibility: Update to u/bobsmith808 FTD, Cycles, and Options 
-Important potentially time sensitive information inside for your nipples' pleasure
Jan. 4, 2021

Original post (with some juicy updates) follows.

I'm bringing you another update on the FTDs and how they might play with the cycles upcoming I'm tracking.

The FTDs

Hi everyone, bob here.

I posted this same data yesterday (with less detail) and have gotten a tidal wave of requests from fellow apes to repost
for visibility, so here I am reposting an update to the update on FTDs because:

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
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Same basic date range. Things are stacking up.

C35 from options fuckery leads to ups a few days later, and we have large incoming FTD pile from abusive ETF shorting in our most recent delicious ass

dip

Also in Crayon

https://preview.redd.it/6fmehf7p5l981.png?width=1291&format=png&auto=webp&s=f00aac3f7119ea62b31c6e25a5c0d5173ba2cd6e


u/bobsmith808 ftd data projections, overlaid with u/gherkinit's futures theory & u/leenixus' SLD cycles theory.

I'm pretty jacked for January. At this point, I'll not be a broken record on what this may mean - have a look at my
other DD on that subject.

1. DD Cycles

2. Intraday price suppressions/manipulation

3. Older cycles and exploration of interactions

4. All My Data (and other wrinkly ape's contributions) on the markets, GME, and popcorn, for comparison

5. Check out Gherk's DD on the futures theory here to understand some more of the cycles

6. Also you should see the SLD DD by u/leenixus as well to understand everything that is coming together right now.

7. Also check out this post for a basic understanding of the sld periods by u/dentisttft (wherever he is)

TADR?

I expect we start seeing slow climb on 1/3/2022 that will lead into some type of violent price action when the pileup of

And Crayons of a different flavor:

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/on3424/update_to_cycle_tracking_dd/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=web2x&context=3
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/p7sofm/update_analysis_to_options_fuckery_to_manipulate/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=web2x&context=3
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/o32geb/update_on_t21_cycles_and_dd_on_dd_by_ucriand_and/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=web2x&context=3
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1poM5S5qaiyyLd40gWSgKdn3ONzWbgdfj?usp=sharing
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/qvyjap/moass_the_trilogy_book_one/?utm_source=share&utm_medium=web2x&context=3
https://www.reddit.com/u/leenixus/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/njgs66/rc_tweet_analysis_part_2_dumb_and_dumber_turbolax/
https://www.reddit.com/u/dentisttft/
https://preview.redd.it/6c3abtx56l981.png?width=1590&format=png&auto=webp&s=dcde60f83839cca7b3880b9e675ebd758262099d


FTDs, Cycles, and SLDs converge.

Bonus:

An ape that actually found the last post wanted to see how the data looks compared to last year.

Well, you be the judge:

I put together what should be very familiar looking charts. These are of the same time period as above - just a year
earlier.

The FTDs

Looks pretty familiar eh? The big difference is the threshold list, and the RC buyin. Also liquidity... more to follow after we play with crayons.

Crayons of a different flavor, part deux

https://preview.redd.it/l38mr0vi4q981.png?width=2104&format=png&auto=webp&s=6bfe48fc3321c6072992780b339dfe9602ed5448


Oh, my tits!

Deeper Data Analysis

https://preview.redd.it/kqbajdnx8q981.png?width=1517&format=png&auto=webp&s=d0cfb57e97dd36e481b89ed84293bf199301f54b


Goddamn, i can only get so erect...

In closing, the bonus analysis has me running to the fucking doctor to see if i can get them to calm the fuck down.

See you on the moon.

https://preview.redd.it/n83eggk0gq981.png?width=924&format=png&auto=webp&s=49c6dabf759f19c61ffc7a1db3cb588e6dd60aa3


 Due Diligence

Hi everyone, Bob here.

Bob's pissed...

Yesterday, I posted something interesting about incoming FTDs. These FTDs are largely incoming because of abusive
shorting of ETFs containing GME, among other meme stocks. Here’s a quick screencap of that post in all it’s glory in
case you missed it:

Edit: Bad link

drive.google[.]com/drive/folders/1poM5S5qaiyyLd40gWSgKdn3ONzWbgdfj?usp=sharing

While I’m at it, All my data is open to the public, and I welcome you to poke around and ask questions. This is DD after
all, so Do your Due Diligence. Link to the drive is in my profile

Disclaimer:

None of this is financial advice, and I'm mostly just a dumb ape who’s been learning all along the way. A great example
of just how ape-ish I am is the fact that we are trading at $169 is extremely bullish to me. Not because we’re up, way up,
in after hours (where retail obviously is keen on fomo’ing into leaked news ). No, because the number as 69 in it, and i

There are more FTDs this time around than the last run in Jan by GME and other
meme stocks. Indications of ETF abuse to keep the stocks down. Indicated by XRT
currently on the threshold list, and after hours run on the meme basket stocks. I
believe a big move to the upside is coming - NFA

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22%F0%9F%93%9A%20Due%20Diligence%22&restrict_sr=1
https://preview.redd.it/gp62wlpt16a81.png?width=800&format=png&auto=webp&s=b2ae73b69fa17dc1af28b53cb9b55a218f1d1f09


find that bullish AF…

The DD

So let’s dig right in. Many apes have worked tirelessly over the past year to identify just what in the sam hell is going on
with GME, and other meme stocks I really don’t give a shit about, so won’t mention here. What has been uncovered is
nothing short of amazing. There’s tons of theories out there on what’s up, and there’s amazing amounts of tinfoil hat
theories circulating about crime, market manipulation, and class warfare, but I try to focus on concrete, tangible things.
So let’s look at the data shall we?

FTDs for GME, a Year in review:

FTD & Cyclic Tracking of my favorite stonk, GME

You might be noticing the giant pink dildos. This is resultant of what I think to be short interest hiding in derivatives. We
have been seeing pretty good indication of this being a stall tactic that may or may have been a knee-jerk reaction to
what happened in Jan 21, which I like to call the Big Sneeze. Since we’re nearing that date, we have been seeing
exponentially larger shorting activity on mostly ETFs containing GME, such as XRT, which is on the threshold list and
likely at least part of the reason for the major spike after hours today on all the basket stocks.

What’s got me even more jacked about this is the fact that XRT is thresholded, Jan puts hiding SI are expiring, AND
there is a PILE OF FTDs coming due all around the same time. Where did this pile come from you ask? Failing to roll the
CBOE futures on the last cycle, and subsequently shorting the everliving shit out of the stock through ETFs.

Time to pay the piper.

It is looking like last Jan might end up being rookie numbers compared to what is coming. No dates, but I do have data.
Check it out.

https://preview.redd.it/bd3wwe4w16a81.png?width=2315&format=png&auto=webp&s=4845659b7417cfe426d79498ccf46e13ca39d477


A comparison on the change in different metrics between last year's run and this year's setup.

Notice the large increase in total FTDs, as well as FTDs per share traded. Most recently, we see an increase of 2.28
FTDs created per share traded... Hmm, i wonder how that run in after hours affected that number :D

Key Points:

The stock is MUCH MORE illiquid

There are more FTDs being generated per trade

Shorts Never Covered and the price doesnt matter.

Shorts are using ITM puts to drive the price down along with shorting the stock. here's how:

https://preview.redd.it/e1a4jq8x16a81.png?width=1036&format=png&auto=webp&s=73b68da19ee63c0c19592d0374725f4d37e84542


credit to u/gherkinit

TADR

Shorts never covered in Jan, big ups incoming methinks, and the data seems to agree. AH run is likely from paying the
piper for all their fuckery.

See you on the moon

https://preview.redd.it/8yshr3dy16a81.png?width=676&format=png&auto=webp&s=9d04cb73e61efd213f360173c837abe154c59f24
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